Abstract
Introduction

16
Recent progress in polymer based organic devices has led to significant milestones in perfor-17 mance, such as organic photovoltaic (OPV) power efficiencies of >10% Our study builds on prior studies by demonstrating that INS can be used to study the 127 structure of both doped and undoped disordered organic electronic materials. We demon-128 strate here that the distribution of configurations contained in heterogeneous films of doped 129 and undoped P3HT can be resolved into contributions from dominant structural motifs 130 that we can identify using the VISION spectrometer and DFT. We decompose the undoped 131 spectrum into contributions from the crystalline and amorphous regions to find three key 132 structural motifs in the film, one in the amorphous region, two in the crystalline region.
133
We also find a dominant structural motif of a P3HT film that has been heavily doped by leads to peak width (along with dispersion and phonon wings) and even the presence of sev-
211
eral different peaks originating from identical motions in differing molecular environments
212
(for example in crystalline and amorphous domains).
213
The vibrational spectra in Figure 2a well as the reasons provided above. We model the data using DFT well enough to assign 227 these peaks to particular vibrational modes, which agrees with prior studies. 49 We highlight a) The regio-regular (RR) undoped and 4 mol% RR-doped spectra are compared between 650-1600 cm -1 . The red curve corresponds to the difference between the 4 mol% doped curve and the undoped curve. b) The RR-undoped and 17 mol% RR-doped spectra are compared between 650-1600 cm -1 . The red curve is the difference between the 17 mol% doped curve and the undoped curve. c) The RR-undoped and regiorandom (RRa) undoped spectrum are compared between 650-1600 cm −1 . The highlighted regions correspond to vibrational modes depicted in Figure 2 . The red curves above the spectra in a-c are the differences between the spectra. later), we see that the change in torsional angle causes two overlapping peaks at 1075 cm 
250
The spectrum also shows that the peak at 1300 cm −1 increases in amplitude when compar-
251
ing undoped and 4% doped. Using our DFT results, we assigned this peak as a combination 
273
The spectra in Figure 3 Semicrystalline P3HT has ∼40-50% crystalline domains by volume, 9 indicating that a sig-299 nificant portion of P3HT can be described by plane-wave DFT, but long-range structural 300 correlations will be overestimated. To correct these errors, we would need to simulate large 301 unit cells to account for the proper decay in structural order. However, the computational 302 expense of DFT limits the size of the unit cell, meaning long range curvature present in 303 real polymer systems cannot be modeled. We are assuming that the curvature effects on 304 the spectrum are small compared to changes in local (∼10Å) structure, which is reasonable 305 provided that we only simulate modes that are sufficiently high in energy (i.e. > 700 cm −1 ).
306
In this energy range, we expect that the local ordering of adjacent polymers will be the 307 dominant perturbation to the vibrational modes. 
381
We also tested whether the proposed Phase I' crystalline structure of P3HT was consis- The weights of the optimal linear combination of effective crystalline spectrum (defined in text) to 4 crystalline configurations.
Using the previously discussed crystalline INS spectrum, we combine the four crystalline
404
DFT simulations to find the optimal linear combination of structural motifs. Figure 5a 405 represents a least squares fit of the four crystalline simulations to the crystalline experi-406 mental spectrum. The contribution of each simulation is given by Table 1 representative of different structural motifs. We expect more side chain heterogeneity in a 415 real system, which would produce broader peaks in the non-highlighted regions of Figure 5a .
416
Thus, the structural proportions presented in Table 1 only approximately correlate to the 
420
There is no contribution from Config1, the most often cited crystalline motif from X- This discrepancy highlights the theoretical difficulty in identifying the local atomic-level 444 structure. In the latter study, the backbones changed from a tilted configuration to a flat 445 configuration when the chain length was increased to 40-mers, suggesting that the crystalline 446 phase may contain regions with both tilted and flat backbones.
447
Our results help rationalize the differences observed in prior molecular dynamics 51,69 and 448 experimental studies 15,18,64,67 considering the picture of the crystalline domain in Figure 5a .
449
The INS data suggests that the crystalline domain is comprised of at least three distinct 
516
The doped simulation displays a greater splitting between peaks in the torsional region 517 of the spectrum ( Figure 7) . The peak at ∼1120 cm -1 increases in amplitude, while the peak 518 at ∼1065 cm -1 shifts to lower energy upon doping. The former is due to a red shift (lower 519 energy) in an in-phase, coupled rowing vibration of hydrogens along a flat side chain (see
520
Supplemental Information Figure S9d ). When P3HT is doped, this motion has a similar 521 energy to the torsional vibration as shown in Figure 2c , causing the increase in peak height.
522
The shift in the peak at 1065 cm −1 to lower energy is the result of a relaxation of coupled 
Conclusions
529
The INS instrument VISION records a spectrum that is similar to the pure density of vibra-530 tional states, which means that the data is a superposition of the amplitude and frequency between P3HT chains. Here we report a unit cell structure for P3HT with intercalated
548
F4TCNQ that is consistent with INS data, which provides atomic-scale structural informa-549 tion, providing more detail than previous reports which only reported unit cell dimensions.
550
The intercalation of F4TCNQ increases the inter-atomic forces acting on the backbone hy- 
